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L e s s o n 3:
Locating ourselves on the map of history
1. Outline

a. Getting acquainted with the timeline
b. Looking for structures and meanings in history
c. On leaving and returning to history: the significance of Israel

2. Introduction
Just as this course assumes that a fully realized Jewish identity should include feeling at
home in the geography of Israel even if one has never set foot there, so too, we feel it is
important to be oriented in the “map” of Jewish history: to have a sense of the flow of
Jewish chronology in the context of world history, to be aware of major turning points and
personalities.  Moreover, we believe it is important for a teacher to be involved in the
conversation about the historical significance of Israel: did the Jews “leave history” when
they lost their national independence?  Did we “return to history” in 1948?  Are we living in
messianic times?  How we relate to Israel and how we teach Israel are inseparable from
these philosophical questions.

3. Lesson goals
a. Basic familiarity with the time line of Jewish history
b. Basic knowledge of the world historical context of Jewish history
c. Awareness of different approaches to the structure and meaning of Jewish history
d. Reflection on the historical significance of Israel

4. Expanded outline
a. Getting acquainted with the timeline

i. Chronology game: in teams, participants attempt to place in chronological order a
deck of cards of famous personalities, Jewish and non-Jewish (See Source 1
below).  Group then compares results and a master time line is constructed on the
board

ii. Filling in any major missing events, periods, persons, and agreement on major
periods and turning points of Jewish history. Note: it would be good if this time line,
like a map of Israel, were always present in the classroom for reference.

iii. Highlighting the presence or absence of/from Israel in the different periods and
events.

iv. References to extra readings

b. Looking for structures and meanings in history: Does our history have a structure, a
shape?  Etc.

i. Discussion of text excerpts (Source 2) on the meaning of Jewish history (a couple
can be chosen, or chevrutot can be assigned to present different passages, or a
general discussion can be held on “why teach history” with reference to selected
passages).
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1. a:  Deuteronomy – history is national reward and punishment – keep the
commandments or perish from the land

2. c:  II Samuel – David’s dynasty will rule forever
3. e:  Daniel – there is a divine schedule, a master plan
4. f:  Haggadah – memory is us; we all live out our people’s history

vicariously(?)
5. g:  Kaufman – God is revealed in history
6. k:  Krochmal – nations have life cycles like people – except for Israel

ii. For more, see:  Michael Meyer, Ideas of Jewish History, New York 1974

c. On leaving and returning to history: the significance of Israel; Our intention here is to
stimulate thinking on the significance of Israel in Jewish history, and to open up different
questions – e.g., Was/is our connection to the land conditioned on our behavior?  What
does it mean to talk about “history” when you are landless and powerless?  What is the
meaning of the present moment – Is the state of Israel a fulfillment of prophecy?

i. Discussion of texts as above

1. b:  Yom Kippur Musaf – God exiled us for our sins
2. d:  Jeremiah – God will bring us back
3. h:  Dinur – a.  is there history without land?

d.  Israel was always alive in our consciousness – and not just as memory
4. i:  Prayer for the state – do we live in messianic times? – and see Source

3, after the Gaza disengagement
5. j: Eisenstadt – did we “leave history?”

5. Thoughts on practical applications in the classroom, materials
The issue that will come up in the classroom is the relationship between the real, modern state
of Israel and the messianic dynamics of Jewish history: were the victories of 1948 and 1967
miracles?  Is Israel the fulfillment of biblical prophecies?   Is it subject to the prophets’ threats?
How do we present Israel to our students?  It is important for teachers to be aware of the
implications of different positions, and to have discussed and reflected upon the place Israel in
their own understanding of Jewish history.

6. Connections to previous and future lessons
We hope that this lesson will serve as a foundation and initiation of two ongoing processes:
a.  always putting events and persons in historical context as we move through different

periods and issues in examining the role of Israel; and
b.  continuing the discussion and reflection on the place of Israel in Jewish history
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Sources

1. Suggested names for chronology game, with dates (generally dates of death
 for individuals):
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2.  Some ideas about Jewish history
a.  Deuteronomy 30:15-18
See, I set before you this day life and prosperity, death and adversity.  For I command you this
day to love the Lord your God, to walk in His ways, and to keep His commandments, His laws,
and His rules, that you may thrive and increase, and that the Lord your God may bless you in
the land that you are about to enter and possess.  But if your heart turns away and you give no
heed, and are lured into the worship and service of other gods, I declare to you this day that
you shall certainly perish; you shall not long endure on the soil that you are crossing the
Jordan to enter and possess.

b.  Yom Kippur Musaf Service
Because of our sins were we exiled from our land, far from our soil.  May it be Your will, Lord
our God and God of our fathers who restores His children to their land, to have compassion for
us and for Your sanctuary; enhance its glory.  Our Father, our King, manifest the glory of Your
sovereignty, reveal to all mankind that You are our King.  Unite our scattered people, gather
our dispersed from the ends of the earth.

c.  II Samuel 7:11-16
The Lord declares to you that He, the Lord, will establish a house for you.  When your days are
done and you lie with your fathers, I will raise up your offspring after you, one of your own
issue, and I will establish his kingship.  He shall build a house for My name, and I will establish
his royal throne forever.  I will be a father to him, and he shall be a son to Me.  When he does
wrong, I will chastise him with the rod of men and the affliction of mortals; but I will never
withdraw My favor from him as I withdrew it from Saul, whom I removed to make room for
you.  Your house and your kingship shall ever be secure before you; your throne shall be
established forever.

d.  Jeremiah 31:10-12
Hear the word of the Lord, O nations, and tell it in the isles afar.
Say: He who scattered Israel will gather them, and will guard them as a shepherd his flock.
For the Lord will ransom Jacob, redeem him from one too strong for him.
They shall come and shout on the heights of Zion, radiant over the bounty of the Lord -
Over new grain and wine and oil, and over sheep and cattle.
They shall fare like a watered garden; they shall never languish again.

e.  Daniel 9:24
Seventy weeks have been decreed for your people and your holy city until the measure of
transgression is filled and that of sin complete, until iniquity is expiated, and eternal
righteousness ushered in; and prophetic vision ratified, and the holy of Holies anointed.

12:7   Then I heard the man dressed in linen, who was above the water of the river, swear by
the Ever-Living One as he lifted his right hand and his left hand to heaven: “For a time, times,
and half a time; and when the breaking of the power of the holy people comes to an end, then
shall all these things be fulfilled.”
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f.  Passover Haggadah
In every generation, every person should see himself as if he had been personally redeemed
from Egypt, as it is said: “You shall tell your children on that day, saying, ‘It is because of what
the Lord did for me when I went free out of Egypt.’”  For the Holy One redeemed not only our
ancestors; He redeemed us with them.

g.  Yehezkel Kaufman, The Religion of Israel
The religion of the Bible is not set forth philosophically.  It is urged on Israel on the basis of
history; the basic attributes of Israel’s God are historical.  The first of the Ten Commandments
grounds YHWH’s claim to be recognized as sole God on the fact that he brought Israel out of
the land of Egypt. Israel believed in YHWH and Moses after the miracle of the Red Sea (Ex.
14:31).  Israel will have lasting faith in YHWH and Moses because of the Sinaitic theophany
(19:9).  “Knowledge of God” derives from historical experience…

h.  Ben Zion Dinur, Israel in the Diaspora
Is it at all possible to regard Jewish history in the Diaspora as the history of a nation?  Is it not
rather the record of the vicissitudes of separate Jewish communities living in different
historical frameworks?  Have we any right to speak of the history of the nation in exile when it
was, in fact, deprived of all “power of independent political action?”  Should we not, therefore,
consider it perfectly natural that the nation’s power of independent action in exile was limited
to the spiritual spheres of religious thought and practice, the only spheres of life in which the
persecuted and homeless Jews were still their own masters?

i.  Prayer for the State of Israel
Our Father in heaven, Rock and Redeemer of Israel, bless the state of Israel, the first flowering
of our redemption…

j.  S. N. Eisenstadt, Zionism and the Return to History, Jerusalem 1999
According to the accepted definition or conception, as expressed by Gershom Scholem, there
is no doubt that Zionism, and especially the establishment of the State of Israel, returned the
Jewish collective to history.  In public – especially but not only Zionist – discourse, the
accepted assumption has dominated, that since the Second Temple period the Jews, as a
collective, have been politically passive.  They existed, they fought for their existence and for
their collective religious-cultural identity – but politically they were passive.  Only with the rise
of Zionism and especially the establishment of the State did the Jews begin – for the first time
since the Second Temple (except perhaps for the Khazar kingdom) – to act in world history as
a collective with independent political power, like other collectives in the historical arena and
especially like other national states.
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k.  Nachman Krochmal, Guide for the Perplexed of the Time, 1851 [from M. Meyer, Ideas
of Jewish History]
According to the workings of the natural order there are three periods through which
each primordial nation passes from the time it comes into being until it passes from
the scene and perishes:

1. The period of first growth, during which the spirit is born…  This spirit
transforms the material parts of the nation into organic units, integrated
through all manner of ordered relationships, and it holds them together as a
single entity, ready to receive every excellence and perfection. This period is
called: the stage of the nation's germination and growth.

2. Thereafter, the spirit becomes fully actualized, all those beneficial institutions
and spiritual attributes to which we have alluded reach their apogee, and after a
longer or shorter lapse of time, the nation moves forward in all of them, gaining
fame and glory. This period will be called: the stage of power and achievement.

3. However, in the case of every living thing, the cause of its withering and death is
already contained within it. Thus, even during the course of the second stage,
the seeds of corruption and degeneration begin to appear in the nation.
Thereafter, they sprout, proliferate, and grow, dissolving all bonds and
corrupting every beneficial usage, until gradually the nation's glory dwindles
away, the nation declines and diminishes to the point of nonexistence. We shall
call this period: the stage of decomposition and extinction.
This is the pattern for all the nations which possess a limited manifestation of
spirit, one which is therefore finite and destined for extinction. But in the case of
our nation, although we too have succumbed to the above-mentioned natural
course of events with regard to material and tangible externals, the fact is, in the
words of the Rabbis: “They were exiled to Babylon, exiled to Elam, and the Divine
Presence was with them.”  That is to say, the universal spirit which is within us
protects us and excludes us from the judgment that falls upon all mortals.

3.  On the meaning of the modern state
From Ha’aretz English Edition, May 1, 2006
For religious Zionists, the first Independence Day after disengagement poses an
ideological dilemma
By Nadav Shragai

This coming Independence Day at the Beit Midrash (House of Study) of Rabbi Shear-
Yashuv Cohen, the traditional prayer for the state's wellbeing will be recited a little
differently.

They will not say "Bless the State of Israel, the beginning of the flowering of our
redemption." Instead the public gathered with Shear-Yashuv, the chief rabbi of Haifa
and a veteran member of the Chief Rabbinic Council, will say: "Bless the State of Israel,
so it will be the beginning of the flowering of our redemption."
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Behind this seemingly minor semantic change resides a major issue. For the first time
there is doubt within mainstream religious Zionism concerning what has practically
been axiomatic since the state's foundation: The presumption that the State of Israel is
the first stage in the process of redemption.

Shear-Yashuv is no radical. He did not take part in the clashes at Amona, nor did he
endorse calls for soldiers to refuse orders during the evacuation. And these are not the
residents of Yitzhar, many of whom equate the current regime with the British
Mandate, or the Torat Hahayim yeshiva of Rabbi Shmuel Tal, who instructed his pupils
not to celebrate Independence Day.

Shear-Yashuv, son of the renowned Rabbi David Cohen, served in the Israel Defense
Forces and was taken prisoner by the Jordanians in 1948 with the fighters of the
Jewish Quarter. He fought alongside Ariel Sharon, and before the evacuation of Gush
Katif he sent Sharon a harsh letter to which he received no reply.

But on the eve of Israel's 58th Independence Day, Shear-Yashuv says things are
different now: "When the government of Israel raises a hand to uproot Jewish
communities from Eretz Israel, then reality changes," he says. "The state is an
instrument for holiness, it is not in itself holy." Being in thrall to the state "is pagan
worship," he adds. "When the state behaves like a state of all its residents and not like
the state of the Jews, my attitude toward it changes. I respect it as any other regime,
but perhaps it is no longer 'the beginning of the flowering of our redemption.'"

Shear-Yashuv won't wave a black flag on Independence Day, as radical ultra-Orthodox
have done for years and small groups of settlers tend to do now. But this year he'll
recite the Hallel with a blessing "only for the miracles that have already taken place,
and not so much for the present."

On the first Independence Day after the pullout from the Gaza Strip and northern West
Bank, the religious-Zionist public is facing a big dilemma. It's more than an argument
over the various versions of the prayer for the state's wellbeing, but also about the
very question of whether to celebrate Independence Day. This question derives from
an even more fundamental one: Which loyalty prevails - loyalty to the state, or loyalty
to the land? Which takes precedence - the state or the land? Which is the medium and
which the essence? And where do you locate the balance between the two?

The signs of unease are evident: in synagogues, in religious-Zionist communities, in
motivation to serve in the IDF. It's happening mainly within Judea and Samaria, but
also in many educational facilities within the Green Line. They were further amplified
after the clashes at Amona and many religious Zionists - even those considered
moderate - felt, in the words of Rabbi Benny Lau, that "the state plunged a knife into
the heart of the national religious public."
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A Peace Now survey of residents of 120 settlements following the disengagement
found that 40 percent of settlers, religious and secular, felt "less Israeli" and 42 percent
felt "the same." Among religious settlers, 52 percent felt less Israeli, compared to 23
percent of secular settlers.

Tidhar Hirschfeld is a resident of the Adei Ad outpost and a member of the Halev
Hayehudi organization, which urged soldiers to defy disengagement orders. He said in
the latest issue of the settler periodical Nekuda that "the break between the state and
national-religious youth is no longer a matter for discussion, because it is already
history."

But Rabbi Shlomo Aviner of Beit-El refuses to give up. He addressed these teenagers in
a brief article entitled: "I say a prayer for the state's wellbeing." Aviner wrote that
despite the state's desecration of the Sabbath and the sanctity of the land, he would
never stop praying for its wellbeing, "because this is my state. I have no other, and I
love it the way it is." And though the government causes him great distress, it is his
government and he will "continue to pray for it with all my heart," and take pride in
the fact that the Jewish people governs itself and is no longer subject to others.

The vast majority of religious Zionists are still of Aviner's mind. Even the Yesha rabbis'
committee has called for celebrating Independence Day, adding that the state's very
existence is a central pillar in the redemption process. But for many the celebrations
will not be wholehearted.




